Abstract. We describe the infinitesimal deformations of the standard embedding of the Lie superalgebra D(2, 1; α) into the Poisson superalgebra of pseudodifferential symbols on S 1|2 . We show that for the standard embedding of D(2, 1; α) into the Poisson superalgebra of differential operators on S 1|2 , the infinitesimal deformations correspond to formal deformations. For the embedding of D(2, 1; α) into the derived contact superconformal algebra K ′ (4), the infinitesimal deformations are formal deformations.
Introduction
Recall that D(2, 1; α), where α ∈ C\{0, −1}, is a one-parameter family of classical simple Lie superalgebras of dimension 17 [1] . The bosonic part of D(2, 1; α) is sl(2) ⊕ sl(2) ⊕ sl (2) , and the action of D(2, 1; α)0 on D(2, 1; α)1 is the product of two-dimensional representations.
An equivalent definition of this superalgebra was given in [2] . It is the Lie superalgebra Γ(σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ), where σ i are nonzero complex numbers such that σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 = 0. Note that Γ(σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) ∼ = D(2, 1; α), where α = σ 1 /σ 2 .
In [3] we obtained an embedding of D(2, 1; α) into the Lie superalgebra of pseudodifferential symbols on S 1|2 . The integrability of infinitesimal deformations of embeddings of Lie algebras were studied by Nijenhuis and Richardson in [4, 5] . The deformations of the standard embeddings of V ect(S 1 ) into the Poisson algebra of pseudodifferential symbols on S 1 and into the Lie algebra of pseudodifferential symbols on S 1 were classified in [6, 7] . Similar problems for the Lie superalgebras K(1) and K(2) of contact vector fields on the supercircles S 1|1 and S 1|2 were studied in [8, 9] .
In this work we consider the standard embedding of Γ α = Γ(2, −1 − α, α − 1), where α ∈ C, into the Poisson superalgebra P (4) of pseudodifferential symbols on the supercircle S 1|2 . If α = 0, we have the natural embedding of spø(2|4) into P (4). According to the Richardson-Nijenhuis theory, the infinitesimal deformations of this embedding are classified by H 1 (Γ α , P (4)). We prove that this cohomology space is two dimensional and compute the corresponding cocycles. Γ α is naturally embedded into a subsuperalgebra of P (4), which is isomorphic to the contact superconformal algebra K (4) . It consists of the functions for which the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields commute with the Euler vector field. Note that in this work, the realization of K(4) inside P (4) differs from the realization that we obtained in [3] , where K(4) consists of the elements of P (4) for which the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields commute with a semi-Euler vector field.
We prove that the cohomology space
is one dimensional and that the infinitesimal deformations are indeed the formal deformations of the embedding.
Note that Γ α ⊂ P + (4), where P + (4) is a subsuperalgebra of P (4) formed by differential operators. We prove that the cohomology space H 1 (Γ α , P + (4)) is one dimensional and that the infinitesimal deformations correspond to formal deformations of the embedding. The analogous results hold for the embedding of Γ α into the Lie superalgebra P + h (4) of differential operators on S 1|2 , which contracts to P + (4).
Superalgebras
Recall the definition of Γ(σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) [2] . Let g = g0 ⊕ g1 be a Lie superalgebra, where g0 = sp(ψ 1 )⊕sp(ψ 2 )⊕sp(ψ 3 ) and g1 = V 1 ⊗V 2 ⊗V 3 , where V i are two-dimensional vector spaces, and ψ i is a non-degenerate skew-symmetric form on V i , i = 1, 2, 3. A representation of g0 on g1 is the tensor product of the standard representations of sp(ψ i ) in V i . Consider the sp(ψ i ) -invariant bilinear mapping
given by
for all x i , y i , z i ∈ V i . Let P be a mapping
for all x i , y i ∈ V i , i = 1, 2, 3, where σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 are some complex numbers. The super Jacobi identity is satisfied if and only if σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 = 0. In this case g is denoted by
are isomorphic if and only if there exists a nonzero element k ∈ C and a permutation π of the set {1, 2, 3} such that σ
Embeddings of
The Poisson algebra P of pseudodifferential symbols on the circle is formed by the formal series
where
, and the even variable τ corresponds to ∂ t , see [6] . The Poisson bracket is defined as follows:
Let Λ(2N) be the Grassmann algebra in 2N variables ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N , η 1 , . . . , η N with the parity p(ξ i ) = p(η i ) =1. The Poisson superalgebra of pseudodifferential symbols on S 1|N is P (2N) = P ⊗ Λ(2N). The Poisson bracket is defined as follows:
Let P + ⊂ P be the subalgebra of differential operators:
Correspondingly, P + (2N) = P + ⊗ Λ(2N). Let W (2N) be the Lie superalgebra of all superderivations of the associative su-
, which is called a contact form [10] . Note that there exists an embedding
Consider a Z-grading P (2N) = ⊕ i P (i) P (2N) on the associative superalgebra P (2N), defined by
With respect to the Poisson super-bracket,
Thus P (2) (2N) is a subsuperalgebra of P (2N), and P (2) (2N) ∼ = K(2N).
Remark 3.1. To explain this isomorphism, consider the analogous Z-grading of the associative algebra P = ⊕ i P (i) defined by the condition deg t = deg τ = 1.
Note that P (2) is a subalgebra of P , which is isomorphic to the centerless Virasoro algebra L = ⊕ n L n , where
Note that the elements of the Poisson algebra P are functions A(t, τ ) on the cylindeṙ T * S 1 = T * S 1 \ S 1 , and they define the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields on this manifold:
The subalgebra P (2) is formed precisely by such functions A(t, τ ) for which H A commutes with the Euler vector field:
The analogue of the formula (3.1) in the supercase is as follows:
Then K(2N) is defined as the set of all Hamiltonian functions A(t, τ, ξ i , η i ) for which H A commutes with the Euler vector field:
Equivalently, K(2N) is the subset of P (2N) of degree 2. Note that in [11] we considered a different embedding of K(2N) into P (2N). It is defined by the condition that H A commutes with a semi-Euler vector field onṪ * S 1|N .
K(2N) is simple if N = 2, and if N = 2, then the derived Lie superalgebra
Proposition 3.2. For each α ∈ C there exists an embedding
) is spanned by the following elements:
Proof. Note that if α = 0, then Γ(2, −1, −1) ∼ = spø(2|4), and ρ α is the standard embedding of spø(2|4) into P (4). Let
and ψ 1 (e 1 , e 2 ) = −ψ 1 (e 2 , e 1 ) = 1,
Explicitly an embedding ρ α is given as follows:
Deformations of embeddings
Let ρ : g → h be an embedding of Lie superalgebras, then h is a g-module. A map ρ + βρ 1 : g → h, where ρ 1 ∈ Z 1 (g, h) is a Lie superalgebra homomorphism up to quadratic terms in β. It is called an infinitesimal deformation. Infinitesimal deformations are classified by H 1 (g, h), see [4, 5] . Letρ
where ρ k : g → h are even linear maps, satisfỹ
ρ β is called a formal deformation of ρ. The integrability conditions are conditions for existence of formal deformation corresponding to a given infinitesimal deformation. The obstructions for existence of a formal deformation belong to the second cohomology group H 2 (g, h), see [4, 6] .
The first three terms are (dϕ β )(X, Y ), where d stands for coboundary. For arbitrary linear maps ϕ, ϕ
Relation (4.1) is equivalent to
Expanding this relation in power series in β, we have
The first nontrivial relation is
and it gives the first obstruction to integrability of an infinitesimal deformation. Note that (4.2) defines a bilinear map, called the cup product:
The obstructions to integrability of infinitesimal deformations lie in H 2 (g, h). Thus we have to compute H 1 (g, h) and the product classes in H 2 (g, h). Consider the embedding (3.2).
Theorem 4.1. dimH 1 (Γ α , P (4)) = 2. The cohomology space is spanned by the classes of the 1-cocycles θ 1 and θ 2 given as follows:
Obviously, Span(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) is the standard gl(2)-module, Span(η 1 , η 2 ) is its dual, ξ i and η i have weights ǫ i and −ǫ i . Note that H 1 (Γ α , P (4)) is a trivial gl(2)-module, since a Lie (super)algebra acts trivially on its cohomology [12] . Hence we have to compute only the 1-cocycles of weight zero. Also note that
and
where the Z-grading is given by the condition
Let c ∈ C 1,n (Γ α , P (k) (4)) be a 1-cochain of weight zero. Assume that k is even: k = 2k 1 . If c = 0, then n must be even: n = 2m, and c acts on the odd elements of Γ α as follows:
The elements of weight zero in C 0,2m (Γ α , P (k) (4)) span the subspace Span(c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ). Note that the coefficients g Assume that k is odd: k = 2k 1 + 1. If c = 0, then n must be odd: n = 2m + 1, and c acts on the odd elements of Γ α as follows: 9) and the coefficients g m i are as in (4.7). Let X, Y ∈ Γ α . Note that
Let c ∈ Z 1,n (Γ α , P (k) (4)) be of weight zero. The condition dc(X, Y ) = 0 gives that 
On the other hand, we proved that c(E 
and if k is odd (k = 2m + 1), then
It follows from {E 
The cohomology space is spanned by the class of the 1-cocycle θ given as follows:
(4.31)
The mapρ α,β = ρ α + βθ (β ∈ C) is a formal deformation of the embedding ρ α . Proof. We already noticed that
) and it is spanned by the class of the 1-cocycle dc 3 for m = 0 and k 1 = 1, because Proof. Let c ∈ Z 1,n (Γ α , P + (k) (4)) be a 1-cocycle of weight zero. Recall that k = 2k 1 and n = 2m or k = 2k 1 + 1 and n = 2m + 1. It follows from (4.6) and (4.8) that if
If Let ρ 1 = θ 1 . We will find a formal deformation corresponding to the infinitesimal deformation ρ α + βρ 1 . Recall that
where ρ 2 is a linear map ρ 2 : Γ α → P + (4).
Moreover, since ρ 1 ∈ C 1,0 (Γ α , P + (0) (4)), ρ k ∈ C 1,0 (Γ α , P + (2−2k) (4)) for k ≥ 1.
Also, all ρ k have weight zero. A solution of equation (4.33) is given as follows:
Next,
Since [[ρ 1 , ρ 2 ]] = 0, ρ 3 = 0. Also, Γ α,h = ρ α,h (Γ(2, −1 − α, α − 1)) is spanned by the following elements:
